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VIDEO TUTORIAL  
Esther from It’s all in a Nutshell has created video tutorials for the Colour Lab CAL. You can 
find the videos on her YouTube channel: 
Right-handed video (UK terminology) 
https://youtu.be/VY5OGi_he38 
Left-handed video (UK terminology) 
https://youtu.be/Z7IXU9nBB5w 

PATTERN NOTES
This part is made up of 10 motif squares that are joined together as-you-go. Beg with First 
Motif and fasten off once complete. Remaining nine Join-As-You-Go Motifs are identical 
to First Motif, besides Round 11; in Round 11 of each Join-As-You-Go Motif, the last edge 
worked is joined to the motif made previously using PLT join method (see Tips & Tricks 
document). See Schematic 6: Part 1 Joining Schematic.
Cnrs are formed by ch-1 sps throughout, these fall bet dc sts. Pm as you go to keep track of 
cnr-sps. 
St counts are given for the full round as opposed to per edge. 
Use 2.5mm hook if using Metropolis yarn and 3.5mm hook if using Scrumptious yarn.

MEASUREMENTS
Metropolis version: Motif measures 13.75 x 13.75cm
Scrumptious version: Motif measures 17 x 17cm

FIRST MOTIF
With Yarn D, ch3, ss in first ch to make ring.
Note: pay attention not to skip any hidden sts at cnrs.
Round 1 (RS) Beg dc, (ch1, 2dc in ring) 3 times, ch1, 1dc, ss in beg dc to join (in ch 1 at top 
of beg dc), ss in next cnr-sp, turn. [8 dc, 4 cnr-sps] 
Round 2 (WS) Beg dc in ch-sp, (ch1, 3dc in same ch-sp, 3dc in next ch-sp) 4 times, omitting 
final 1 dc of last rep, ss in beg dc, ss in next cnr-sp, turn. [24 dc, 4 cnr-sps] 
Continue to turn after each round.
Round 3 Beg dc in ch-sp, (ch1, 3dc in same ch-sp, 3dc bet each 3-dc gr to next ch-sp, 3dc 
in ch-sp) 4 times, omitting final 1 dc of last rep, ss in beg dc, ss in next cnr-sp. 
[36 dc, 4 cnr-sps]
Round 4 Rep Round 3. [48 dc, 4 cnr-sps] 
Round 5 Rep Round 3, omitting final ss, do not turn. [60 dc, 4 cnr-sps]
Fasten off and weave in ends.
Remaining rounds are worked RS only, do not turn after each round.
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Round 6 (RS) With Yarn A, ss in any cnr-sp to join, beg dc in same cnr-sp, (ch1, 3dc in same 
cnr-sp, 3dc bet each 3-dc gr to next cnr-sp, 3dc in cnr-sp) 4 times, omitting final 1 dc of last 
rep, ss in beg dc. [72 dc, 4 cnr-sps] 
Round 7 (RS) Ss in cnr-sp, beg dc in same cnr-sp, (ch1, 3dc in same cnr-sp, 3dc bet each 
3-dc gr to next cnr-sp, 3dc in cnr-sp) 4 times, omitting final 1 dc of last rep, ss in beg dc. 
[84 dc, 4 cnr-sps] 
Round 8 Ss in cnr-sp, beg dc in same cnr-sp, *ch1, 2dc in same cnr-sp, (ch1, sk 1 st, 1dc) 
to last st before next cnr-sp, ch1, sk last st, 2dc in cnr-sp; rep from * 3 more times, omitting 
final 1 dc of last rep, ss in beg dc. [56 dc, 44 ch-sps, 4 cnr-sps] 
Round 9 Ss in cnr-sp, beg dc in same cnr-sp, (ch1, 2dc in same cnr-sp, 1dc in each of next 
25 sts/sps, 2dc in next cnr-sp) 4 times, omitting final 1 dc of last rep, ss in beg dc. 
[116 dc, 4 cnr-sps] 
Round 10 Rep Round 8. [72 dc, 60 ch-sps, 4 cnr-sps]
Round 11 (3sc in cnr-sp, 1sc in each of next 33 sts/sps) 4 times, ss in first sc. [144 sc]
Note: pm in second sc worked in cnr-sps of Round 11 to locate cnrs of First Motif easily 
when joining.
Fasten off and weave in ends.

JOIN-AS-YOU-GO MOTIF (MAKE 9)
See Schematic 6: Part 1 Joining Schematic for all yarn colors used for remaining nine 
motifs. Each motif uses one yarn color for Rounds 1-5 and another for Rounds 6-11.
Rounds 1-10 Rep as for First Motif. 
Use Schematic 6 as visual guide for Round 11. 
Note: pm in second sc worked in cnr-sps of Round 11 to locate cnrs of motifs easily when 
joining.

PLT Join Method (Join-As-You-Go)
Next round uses PLT join method, worked as folls: remove lp from hook, insert hook from 
front to back through adjacent st of prev completed motif, place lp back on hook, pull up 
lp to front of work (PLT join complete). 
Cont to work Round 11 using this method when indicated, being careful to maintain a 
gentle tension so join isn’t too tight.

Round 11 (RS) 3sc in first cnr-sp, pm in second sc worked, 1sc in each of next 33 sts/sps, 
2sc in cnr-sp, work PLT join in marked st of adjacent cnr, 1sc in same cnr-sp of working 
motif, (PLT join, 1sc in next st/sp of working motif) 33 times, PLT join, 1sc in cnr-sp, PLT join 
in st before marked st of adjacent square, 2sc in cnr-sp, pm in first sc worked, 33sc, 3sc in 
cnr-sp, pm in second sc worked, 33sc, ss in first sc to join. [144 sc]
Fasten off and weave in ends.
Rep for remaining eight Join-As-You-Go Motifs. 

Note: leave in markers at end of this part to help when joining Part 2 to Part 1.
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Schematic 6: Part 1 Joining Schematic
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Schematic 6: Part 1 Joining Schematic


